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Abstract
A number of recent studies have focused on the conceptual development of an air-assisted launch vehicle
for small payloads in the nano- and micro-satellite class (0–100 kg) of small satellites. These studies address a
growing trend toward the use of smaller satellites in the spacecraft industry, with an emphasis on reduced time
between project conception and launch. Also, a key motivation for developing a next-generation micro launch
vehicle responds to a thus far unanswered need for responsive access to space. Air-assisted launch vehicles can
be integral components to a system that would allow reducing, sometimes significantly, the mass of expendable
launch vehicles (due to the aircraft’s initial velocity, the optimization of the engine nozzle expansion ratio, the
reduction of losses attributable to altitude, etc.). However, such a launcher concept is constrained in mass and
volume by the aircraft type, and requires a dedicated architecture and specific technologies and technology.
Many studies have been performed worldwide, particularly in Europe, to select the most promising concepts,
considering existing European technology and available aircraft. One of the major challenges that this paper
seeks to address is the difficulty in making fair trade-offs among the various launch scenarios/options for small
satellites. Therefore, to launch small satellites (<100 kg) in low Earth orbit (LEO), it is of interest to analyze and
compare the various air-assisted launch vehicle options available and explore the advantages and disadvantages
of these designs. In this paper, a trade-off is performed for supersonic launched air-assisted launch vehicles, indicating a strong payload performance benefit with the use of ducted ramjet technology. Preliminary optimization, simulations, and analysis work presented in this paper shows the benefit of developing low-cost, airassisted launch vehicles based on existing space technology, such as miniaturized electronics and air-breathing
ramjet propulsion, for responsive small satellite payloads in LEO.
Introduction
A number of recent studies have focused on the
conceptual development of an air-assisted launch vehicle for small payloads in the nano- and microsatellite class of small satellites (0–100 kg). These
studies address a growing trend toward the use of

smaller satellites in the spacecraft industry, with an
emphasis on reduced time between project conception and launch (SpaceWorks Enterprises, Inc. (SEI),
2015). Also, the motivation for a next-generation micro launch vehicle responds to a thus far unanswered
need for responsive access to space (Wertz, 2004). A
subset of previous work focuses on the development
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Figure 1. Number of small satellites launched per year (SEI, 2015).

of an air-assisted launch vehicle released at supersonic speeds from a combat aircraft. Specific examples
include the work of Hague (2003) and Rothman
(2003), using a 4500 kg launcher to insert a 93 kg
payload into a 225 km orbit with an F-15 carrier aircraft, and a similar study by Socher (2008a), using a
3900 kg launcher to insert a 75 kg payload into a 250
km orbit. Additional conceptual cases proposing a
supersonic air assist launcher can be found in the
works of Savu (2006), Boltz (2002), Socher (2008b),
and Talbot (2009). The air-assisted launch at subsonic speeds aboard a passenger class aircraft or cargo
aircraft has also received much attention in literature.
The best known example, currently in use, is the US
Pegasus Rocket (Orbital Sciences, 2011), which is an
18,500 kg launcher used to deliver a 443 kg payload
into low Earth orbit. Conceptual studies for smaller
subsonic air assisted launchers can also be found in
the work of Talbot (2009) and Louaas (2009).
Air-assisted launch vehicles have various advantages compared to ground launch vehicles. The
initial flight of a conventional ground-launched vehicle takes place in the densest layers of the atmosphere, which causes inefficiencies related to drag
loss. A significant portion of the vehicle’s propellant
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is already consumed before it reaches the launch altitude for an air-launched vehicle. The effect of drag
on the vehicle diminishes as the atmosphere thins
during the ascent. At about 10 km altitude, the density of the atmosphere is only 25% of the density at sea
level. Beginning the flight at that altitude will drastically reduce the drag loss. In addition, air launch will
limit gravity loss because the time that an airlaunched vehicle needs for the ascent will be shorter
than for a ground-launched vehicle. Also, the shorter
flight time of an air launched vehicle results in a reduction in steering losses. From the literature cited
above, it can be concluded that air launch provides a
reduction in ΔV to orbit of 300–950 m/s for subsonic
launch conditions. The optimal release flight path
angle is around 30°, but for subsonic release velocities, it has a range of almost ±15°. There is no need
for a wing for close-to-optimum release flight path
angles; however, for small release flight path angles,
a wing can reduce the required ΔV in the range of
100–200m/s compared to a wingless launch vehicle.
Air launch also reduces the aerodynamic loads on the
launch vehicle. As the launcher accelerates, it passes
through a point at which the maximum dynamic pressure occurs. The dynamic pressure depends on the
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atmospheric density and velocity of the vehicle. As
the density is reduced, the loads on the rocket are decreased, and the structural design can be simplified.
This results in a lower structural mass of the launch
vehicle. Another performance advantage of air launch
is a reduction in acoustic loads, compared with
ground launch. Acoustic reflections from the ground
can damage the launch vehicle, often requiring additional structural reinforcements for the launch vehicle. In addition to performance benefits, air launch
has operational benefits. Primarily, an air launched
vehicle does not require a fixed launch site. Therefore, a wide range of orbital inclinations can be entered, due to the mobility of the launch platform. Furthermore, by using conventional airports as launch
locations, equatorial launches can benefit from a performance enhancement as well, with an increase of
payload capability by as much as 15–20%.
Figure 2 summarizes the potential benefits (i.e.,
mass gain, initial mass) of air-assisted launch vehicles for different air launch velocities, altitudes, and
flight path angles, which strongly depend on the carrier aircraft performance capability, rocket deployment altitude/speed, and propulsion technology used
in the rocket design (Talbot, 2009; Louaas, 2009).
Various design requirements are imposed on airassisted launch vehicles, such as low initial launch

mass, off-the-shelf carrier aircraft, launch proximity
and flexibility, responsive launch (i.e., launch within
hours or days), and low cost. Integrating these conflicting requirements has led to different design
choices, from subsonic air launched vehicles deployed from cargo aircraft to supersonic jets deploying rockets at high speed/velocity. The main disadvantage of air launch concepts is the limited payload
capability (< 500 kg), which makes the business case
for these systems weak. Figure 2 shows the lowest
initial mass to place a 325 kg payload in a Sunsynchronous orbit (SSO) with different air-assisted
deployment techniques (subsonic, supersonic) as a
function of flight path angle, altitude, and deployment velocity (Talbot, 2009; Louaas, 2009). A
ground-based vehicle would have an initial mass of
31 tonnes, whereas, by using the supersonic fighter
air-assisted technique, the mass gained from launching in air with a very high velocity would reach 4555%. Optimizing the trajectory and using new, but
established, technology in air-breathing propulsion
(e.g. ramjets) can further increase the mass gain.
Clearly, air-assisted launch vehicles enable a system that allows reducing, sometimes significantly,
the mass of the expendable launch vehicle (due to
aircraft initial velocity, the optimization of the engine
nozzle expansion ratio, the reduction of losses due to

Figure 2. Initial LV Mass and mass gain for various air/ground launchers for a 325 kg 600 km
SSO payload.
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altitude, etc.) as shown in Figure 2, providing a way
to reduce launch costs compared to ground launch
options. However, such a launcher concept is constrained in mass and volume by the aircraft type, and
requires a dedicated architecture and specific technologies. Many studies, such as those previously cited, as well as Malyshev (2000), Haemmerli (2016),
ALTAIR (2017), and Falempin (2008), have been
performed worldwide, particularly in Europe, to select the most promising concepts, considering existing European technology and available aircraft. The
advent of rocket technology, microelectronics, and
propulsion, coupled with the significant growth of the
small satellite market and small satellite mega constellations (such as OneWeb, Skybox, QB50, Perseus, Spire, LeoSat, and SpaceX broadband constellation) have sparked a new space race in the last two to
three years to develop low-cost ground- and airassisted launch vehicles. A summary of small satellite launch vehicles in development is presented

briefly in Tables 1 (Ground Launch Vehicles) and 2
(Air-assisted Launch Vehicles), and a brief description of various air assisted launch vehicle designs is
presented in the following section.
The Micro Launch Vehicle (MLA) under a fighter aircraft, as described in MLA studies (Talbot,
2009; Louaas, 2009), is a concept studied by CNES
that is very constrained, due to the small size of existing European aircraft (mass of the LV generally limited to several tons) that nevertheless offer a very dynamic method of launch (high altitude, high velocity,
optimized flight path angle). Studies have shown that
with existing technologies, performances up to 50 kg
LEO can be achieved with a single launch vehicle
concept (with a Rafale or a Typhoon), and more than
150 kg LEO with some specific architectures such as
the Trimaran configuration for the Rafale fighter (using three points of attachment, center pylon, and two
wing pylons), shown in Figure 3.

Table 1. New Small Satellite Launchers

Launch Vehicle

Firefly

Electron

North Star

Manufacturer

Firefly

Rocket Lab

NAMMO

Payload (kg)

200

150

10-50

Altitude (km)
Propulsion
1st flight

Super Strypi
U. of Hawai
200

LauncherOne
Virgin Orbit
300

500

500

350

500

500

LOX/RP-1

LOX/RP-1

Hybrid

Solid

LOX/RP-1

Cancelled

2017

2020

2016/Failed

2019
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Table 2. Air-assisted Small Satellite Launchers

Type

S3

ALTAIR

Payload (kg)

250

150

45

Carrier

Airbus A330

Drone

F-15

F-104 CubeCab

Yuzhnoe MIG

Type

Gulfstream

Payload (kg)

40

Carrier

Gulfstream IV-SP

5
F-104 Starfighter

Further work has gone towards studying a launch
vehicle deployed from the cargo of an Airbus
A400M, i.e., Aldebaran HORVS studies (Talbot,
2009; Louaas, 2009), where similar concepts have
already been tested in the US (i.e., mobile Minuteman, Quickreach), and offer a higher mass and volume capability for the launch vehicle (more than 20 t,
considering an Airbus A400M). Achievable performances in LEO are higher than 300 kg, using existing
rocket technologies. Launch vehicle concepts placed
on top of an airliner (i.e., Aldebaran Telemaque,
Swiss Space Systems HOAR) are concepts that offer
the maximum volume for the launch vehicle and can
use multiple propulsion technologies, including cryogenic or semi-cryogenic propellant. They are compatible with a wide range of aircraft, including airliners
(e.g., AirLaunchOne), which are used with some
modifications. The separation from the aircraft
requires an aerodynamic device that can be reusable,
and which is also compatible with a semi-reusable

ALASA-SALVO

150
MIG 31

launch vehicle. The maximum performance achievable in LEO is more than 500 kg, considering very
large airliners/cargo aircraft such as the Boeing 747,
An-124, and An-225 Mriya cargo planes.
Table 2 shows some of the recent and past studies
focused on air-assisted launcher design. ALTAIR is
an EU-funded R&D activity looking at the use of
large size drones to launch a launch vehicle in subsonic speed using hybrid rocket motors (ALTAIR,
2017). SpaceCab is a recent effort to use a small
rocket on an F-104 Starfighter to place 5 kg or so of
payload (CubeSats) in low Earth orbit (LEO).
DARPA has funded various companies in the US to
study air-assisted concepts from an F-15, including
Boeing; however, most of these programs have been
terminated due to technical or other issues. An older,
but important activity studied in the past by Russia,
DLR, and others has been the possibility to launch a
rocket from a supersonic fighter (MIG-31S) or large
supersonic bomber (Tu-160 Blackjack) to place small

Figure 3. Air-assisted launch concepts: Fighter jet, Cargo drop, Airliner carrier (Talbot, 2009; Louaas, 2009).
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payloads in LEO; however, these programs have not
yet materialized to any test flights.
One of the major challenges that this paper seeks
to address is the difficulty in making a fair trade-off
between the various launch scenarios/options for
small satellites. Each of the previously mentioned
studies focuses on a particular vehicle design to meet
a specific mission objective. However, there is a lack
of commonality in the target mission (payload size
and orbit requirements), as well as the performance
of the launcher itself (rocket engine performance and
structural mass fraction), making a meaningful quantitative comparison between the launch scenarios
problematic. The current study uses multi-objective
genetic optimization to establish an optimal vehicle
design for three competing launch scenarios: a conventional ground launch, a subsonic air-assisted
launch, and a supersonic air-assisted launch. A common mission objective in this trade-off specified for
each of these cases is to deliver a 100 kg payload into
a 400 km circular orbit. Additionally, a common set
of constraints is maintained on the launch vehicle itself in terms of rocket engine performance and structural mass fractions. Then the supersonic case, which
shows the best performance in terms of low initial
launch mass and payload capability, is further analyzed.
The use of optimization techniques on the design
of rockets and launch vehicles is not new, and has
been previously addressed in studies by Anderson
(2002), Bayley (2008), and Tsuchiya (2005). The
goal of this study is not to propose an ideal launch
vehicle configuration for a specific mission, but rather to establish a fair metric by which to compare
the advantage gained in the case of each scenario in
terms of the take-off mass of the launch vehicle. It is

important to highlight that the trade-off between various launch scenarios is likely to depend on numerous factors apart from the reduction in mass, such as
mission operation considerations, complexity of aircraft mounting and deployment, and safety and reliability concerns, to name a few. However, it is hoped
that this work will establish the relative mass savings
advantage of both subsonic and supersonic air assist
launch scenarios, and help guide future efforts to
quantify this advantage in the wider context of the
overall vehicle and mission considerations. This
launch vehicle will, amongst others, meet the need
for low cost and responsive access to space (Wertz,
2004). The vehicle would be carried to high altitude
and launched at subsonic or supersonic speeds from
an existing fighter aircraft, such as the Dassault Rafale/Eurofighter Typhoon or an airliner/cargo aircraft,
such as an Airbus A330, shown in Table 3.
An airborne launch vehicle is of interest for multiple reasons, such as providing a mobile launch system deployable from the European continent with the
possibility of avoiding many safety issues due to human proximity. It is therefore of interest to analyze
and compare the various air-assisted launch vehicle
options available and explore the advantages and disadvantages of these designs, to launch small satellites
(<100 kg) in LEO.
Launch Vehicle Mathematical Model and
Trade-Off
To highlight the trade-off design parameters and
potential benefits of air launch vehicles, preliminary
results are presented for a simple three-degree of
freedom (DOF) launch trajectory simulation (lift is
considered to be zero) and consistent with Hague

Table 3. Summary of Performance Characteristics for Various Carrier Aircraft Alternatives
Dassault Rafale

Eurofighter
Typhoon

Airbus A330F
(Cargo)

Airbus A400M

Empty weight [kg]

9,000

11,000

108,000

66,000

MTOW [kg]

24,500

23,500

230,000

141,000

Max. Speed [km/h]

2,200 (M1.8)

2,495 (M2)

900 (M 0.86)

780 (M 0.72)

Range [km]

3700+

2900+

12,000+

17,000+

Service Ceiling [m]

16,800

19,800

12,634

12,500
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(2003), Rothman (2003), Socher (2008a), and Savu
(2006):
𝑥̇ = 𝑉cos𝛾

(1)

equations in a wind-fixed coordinate frame (Xw, Yw,
Zw) about a flat Earth reference frame (Xe, Ye, Ze):
𝐹𝑥
𝐹
𝐹 = [ 𝑦 ] = 𝑚(𝑉̇ 𝑏 + 𝜔 × 𝑉 𝑏 ) + 𝑚𝑉̇ 𝑏
𝐹𝑧
𝑏

ℎ̇ = 𝑉sin𝛾

(2)
⋅2

𝑚𝑥
𝑚𝑉̇ = 𝑇 − 𝐷 − (𝑚𝑔 − 𝑟 ) sin𝛾

𝑚𝑉𝛾̇ = − (𝑚𝑔 −

𝑚𝑥 ⋅2
) cos𝛾
𝑟

𝑇
𝑜 𝐼𝑠𝑝

𝑚̇ = 𝑔

(3)

𝜔=[𝑝 𝑞 𝑟]T

(11)

(4)

𝑉𝑏=[𝑢𝑏 𝑣𝑏 𝑤𝑏]T

(12)

(5)

where x is the downrange distance, V is the launch
vehicle velocity, h is the altitude, γ is the flight path
angle, T is the thrust, D is the drag, m is the launch
vehicle mass, and Isp is the specific impulse of the
engine.
To extend our analysis/trade off of air-launched
vehicles and to optimize their design, a six-DOF
model of an air-assisted launch vehicle is developed.
The model consists of the following equations:
𝑤

𝑤

𝐹
𝑚̇𝑉
𝑉̇ = 𝑚𝑥 − 𝑚𝑟𝑒𝑧 − 𝑔sin𝛾
𝐹𝑤

𝑔

𝑧
𝛼̇ = 𝑚𝑉
+ 𝜔 + 𝑉 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 −

𝜔̇ = 𝜃̈ =

𝑤
𝑚̇𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑧

𝑚𝑉

̇ 𝜔
𝑀𝑦𝑏 −𝐼𝑦𝑦
𝐼𝑦𝑦

𝛾̇ = 𝜔 − 𝛼̇

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

𝑤
where V is the velocity of the body, 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑧
is the relative velocity in the wind axes at which the mass flow
is ejected, 𝐹𝑥𝑤 and 𝐹𝑧𝑤 are the forces acting respectively along the wind x-axis and z-axis without the
weight contribution), 𝑀𝑦𝑏 is the pitching moment in
body axes, m and 𝑚̇ are the mass and rate of change
of mass of the vehicle, Iyy is the inertia of the aircraft
along the y-axis, α and γ are the angle of attack and
flight path angle, ω is the body rotation rate. For a
vehicle with variable mass such as a launch vehicle,
the translational motion is expressed by the following
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(10)

where [Fx Fy Fz]T and Vb = [ub vb wb] are respectively
the applied forces and vehicle body-fixed velocities,
Vb is the relative velocity in the body axes. Eqs. 1–12
are a simplified representation of the equations of
motion using flat Earth simplifications for the short
type of launch vehicle vertical/ascent trajectories
simulated and consistent with the approach in the literature (Hague, 2003; Rothman, 2003; Socher,
2008a; Savu, 2006).
For comparison, three scenarios are investigated:
traditional ground launch, subsonic air-launch (A330
carrier aircraft), and supersonic air-launch (Dassault
Rafale carrier aircraft). The target mission objective
in this case is to launch a 150 kg spacecraft into a circular orbit of 800 km using a three-stage launcher.
For consistency, this simulation assumes a solid
rocket motor first stage (260 s specific impulse), and
a liquid bi-propellant second and third stage (300 s
specific impulse). The tabulated results for the three
cases are shown in Table 4 below. The calculated
trajectory, in terms of velocity and altitude versus
time, is provided in Figure 4.
Table 4 shows the clear advantage for the supersonic air-assisted option in terms of having the lowest
initial launch mass, thus having compatibility with
existing European fighter jets as the carrier aircrafts,
compared with almost double the initial mass needed
for the subsonic launch vehicle case and more than
three times the mass needed for a ground launch vehicle to place a 150 kg small satellite at a 800 km orbit. This initial comparison shows the significant advantage of the added ‘air launch stage’ in reducing
the overall mass of the launch vehicle needed to
launch small satellites, and therefore, in reducing the
cost.
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Table 4. Performance Comparison of Three Launch Scenarios: Conventional Ground Launch, Subsonic A330 Airlaunch, and a Supersonic Air-launch
Ground Launch
A330 Launch
Rafale Launch
37076 kg
19469 kg
10317 kg
Initial Launch Vehicle Mass
0 m/s
250 m/s
690 m/s
Initial Velocity
0m
12528 m
19813 m
Initial Altitude
3
3
3
Number of Stages
800km circular
800km circular
800km circular
Final Orbit
150 kg
150 kg
150 kg
Payload Mass
Flight Time to Orbit

585 seconds

Air Launch Vehicle Design Optimization
A standard implementation of a genetic algorithm
(Whitley, 1994) was used to optimize the design of
the launch vehicles investigated in this paper. The
design parameters of the launch vehicle were encoded into a binary string of data, serving an analogous
function to a genome. The digital genome consisted
of seven parameters including the fuel mass and
thrust of each stage, and the initial launch angle. A
complete description of this digital genome is provided in Table 5. Assuming a rough estimate for the
nominal fuel density of 1000kg/m3, and a length to
diameter ratio of 15.5 for the entire three-stage vehicle using a standard scalable geometric profile, the
resulting geometry of the vehicle was established
based on the thrust and fuel mass of each stage. The
scalable profile of the launch vehicle is shown graphically in Figure 5, and the geometric parameters are
specified in Table 6.
Five objective functions were defined, to rank the
relative performance of each trial solution. The first
three functions were used to optimize the final orbit
of the payload against a specified target scenario.
These functions include: (i) the absolute value of the
difference between the target altitude and the final
altitude of the payload; (ii) the absolute value of the
angle of attack of the payload after the final stage
burn; and (iii) the absolute value of the difference
between the final payload velocity and the velocity
required for a purely circular orbit. Two additional
objective functions were used to optimize the overall
design of the vehicle: (iv) the take-off mass of the
launch vehicle and (v) the maximum acceleration of
the rocket during accent. In general, it was found that
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529 seconds

528 seconds

the optimization process favored solutions with a
high value of acceleration (particularly in the firststage burn process). The final objective function was
included to guide the solution to physically acceptable levels of maximum acceleration, and to minimize
the stresses to the payload during launch.
To identify an optimal design, we attempted to
minimize each of the objective functions. In a general
sense, a single solution does not exist that will minimize all five functions simultaneously. Instead, we
attempted to find the Pareto-optimal set: solutions in
which no other alternative will offer a lower value for
all of the objective functions simultaneously, and in
which at least one objective function has attained a
global minimum value. To identify this Paretooptimal set, we employed the well-known Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II)
proposed by Deb et al. (2002), which can be briefly
summarized as follows: At each generation of the
genetic optimization process, the offspring generation
is combined with the parent generation to form a single solution set. This set is sorted into levels known
as non-domination fronts, where each front is formed
of a set of solutions that are not dominated by any of
the following fronts. One solution is said to dominate
another if all objective functions in the first are less
than the second. A crowding distance operator is assigned to each solution to indicate its proximity to
neighboring solutions. The sorting of the population
is then conducted according to the non-domination
level of the solution, and in the case that two solutions are at the same level, according to the crowding
distance (where the lesser crowded solutions are
preferred). The new parent population is then
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Figure 4. (a) Conventional ground launch trajectory; (b) Subsonic A330 air-launch trajectory; and
(c) Supersonic air-launch trajectory.

taken to be the upper half of the sorted population.
To form the new offspring population, standard tournament selection, cross-over and mutation operations
are performed. The tournament selection is conducted
using the non- domination rank and crowding distance operator to compare candidate solutions. The
higher ranked non-domination solutions are always

Copyright © A. Deepak Publishing. All rights reserved.

preferred, but when two solutions have the same
rank, the crowding distance operator is used to discriminate. For the implementation of the NSGA-II
method used in this study, a population size of 100
members was maintained. This population included
50 previous members from the parent generation, and
50 new members from the child generation.
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Table 5. LV Genome Specification
Description

Minimum

Maximum

Resolution

1st stage Fuel Mass

0 kg

40000 kg
4 x 106 N

0.1 kg

20000 kg
1 x 106 N

0.1 kg

Parameter
1
2

1st stage thrust

0N

3

2nd stage fuel mass

0 kg

1N

4

2nd stage thrust

0N

5

3rd stage fuel mass

0 kg

3rd stage thrust

0N

1000 kg
5 x 105 N

0.1 kg

6
7

Launch angle

0°

90°

0.0001°

1N
1N

Figure 5. Rocket Model Geometry for a Three-stage 12,600 kg Launch Vehicle.
Table 6. LV Genome Specification
Parameter

Value

Length (l)

scalable

Nose cone

Von Karman

Nose cone length

0.19(l)

Body Diameter

0.0523(l)

Fin root chord

0.143(l)

Fin tip chord

0.0127(l)

Fin sweep distance

0.121(l)

Fin span

0.0591(l)

Number of fins
Fin location
Airfoil
L.E. wedge length
T.E. wedge length
fin thickness

A selection pool of 10 members was used for each
tournament progression, with a cross-over probability
of 50%. The algorithm was iterated for 1000 generations for each trial to optimize the solution, and ten
separate trials were performed for each launch scenario. Therefore, for each launch scenario, one million individual launch trajectory simulations were

Copyright © A. Deepak Publishing. All rights reserved.

4
0.84(l)
hexagonal double wedge
7.38 x 10-3 (l)
4.22 x 10-3 (l)
2.11 x 10-3 (l)

performed. More in-depth details on the NGSA- II
can be found in Deb (2002).
During the optimization process, each candidate
solution that conformed to a set of final orbital requirements (constraints) was stored in a database of
potential candidate solutions. These constraints guaranteed that the final altitude was within 25 km of the
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target orbit, the final velocity was within 200 m/s of
the velocity required for a purely circular orbit, the
final angle of attack (absolute value) was less than 5
degrees, and the maximum acceleration during accent
was less than 30 g. Once the optimization process
was complete, the solution with the lowest take-off
mass was selected as the final launch vehicle configuration from the database of candidate alternatives.
To visualize the convergence of the solution, we
track the progress of a combined objective function.
The combined objective function in this case is a
simple multiplication of the five individual objective
functions. A typical convergence plot is shown in
Figure 6 for the minimum combined objective function at each iteration. Noting the log-log scale of this
plot, we can observe that the convergence of the
solution is close to exponential.

Comparative Analysis
Using the developed genetic optimization strategy
presented, three launch scenarios were investigated in
this study: a conventional ground launch, a subsonic
air assisted launch, and a supersonic air assisted
launch. A common mission objective was specified
for each of these scenarios: to deliver a 100 kg payload into a 400 km circular orbit using a three-stage
launch vehicle. For the subsonic air-assisted launch,
the initial launch conditions were established based
on the characteristics of an Airbus A330-200F cargo
carrier aircraft. The performance characteristics of
the Airbus A330-200F and Eurofighter aircraft are
provided in Table 7. The results of the optimization
study for the three launch scenarios are summarized
in Table 8. The final optimized vehicle mass at take-

Figure 6. NGSA-II Genetic Algorithm Tracking/Convergence.
Table 7. Airbus 330-300 and Eurofighter Typhoon Carrier Aircraft
Parameters
Parameter

Airbus 330-200F

Typhoon

Empty weight

108,500 kg

11,000 kg

MTOW

230,000 kg

23,500 kg

Max Speed

Mach 0.86

Mach 2

Range

10,830 km

2,900 km

Service Ceiling

12,527 m

19,810 m
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off was 12,571 kg, 8,430 kg, and 7,861 kg for the
conventional ground launch, subsonic air launch, and
supersonic air launch, respectively. The optimized
vehicle configurations for the three scenarios are provided in Table 9, and the vehicle configurations are
compared graphically in Figure 7. It is interesting to
note from the outcome of this optimization that, for
the case of the supersonic air-assisted launch, the optimization process resulted essentially in a two-stage

vehicle (with the first stage fuel mass equal to approximately zero). Although unexpected, this candidate solution provided the lowest initial launch mass
of the evaluated set while meeting the specified constraints for the problem.
The trajectories of the three optimum scenarios
are provided in Figure 8. Comparing the three
trajectories, some general commonalities can be observed. In both of the scenarios with subsonic initial

Table 8. Comparison of Optimized Launch Scenarios: Conventional, Subsonic, Supersonic Launch
Parameter

Ground Launch

Subsonic

Supersonic

12,571 kg

8,430 kg

7,861 kg

Initial velocity

0 m/s

250 m/s

690 m/s

Initial Altitude

0m

12,527 m

19,810 m

3

3

2

Take-off Mass

Stages
Final orbit (circular)

400 km

400 km

400 km

Payload Mass

100 kg

100 kg

100 kg

Flight time (orbit)

504s

441s

474s

Table 9. Optimized Vehicle Configuration for Conventional, Subsonic, and Supersonic Launch
Parameter

Ground Launch

Subsonic

Supersonic

1st stage Fuel Mass

2,916.2 kg
1.078 x 106 N

3,301.4 kg
7.98 x 106 N

7,710.6 kg
4.2 x 105 N

3,445.2 kg
1.06 x 105 N

0.2 kg
1.88 x 106 N
6,551.6 kg
2.29 x 105 N

710.2 kg
3.88 x 103 N

825.8 kg
5.66 x 103 N

503.2 kg
3.08 x 103 N

45.3°

40.9°

1st stage thrust
2nd stage fuel mass
2nd stage thrust
3rd stage fuel mass
3rd stage thrust
Launch angle

65.3°

Figure 7. Comparison of optimized configuration for the proposed launch
scenarios.
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Figure 8. Trajectory and velocity results for (a) conventional; (b) subsonic air launch; and (c) supersonic air
launch scenarios.

conditions, a short duration first stage burn is used to
propel the vehicle to supersonic speeds. This is followed by a nearly equal division, in terms of ΔV, of
the following two stages. In the case of the final scenario with an initial velocity already at supersonic
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speeds, the first stage is omitted altogether, and again
the ΔV requirements are divided evenly between the
following two upper stages. It is worth noting that
these similarities between the three scenarios
emerged naturally through the genetic optimization
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process, and were not enforced in the specification of
the vehicle configurations.
The results of this study demonstrate a clear advantage of an air-assisted launch, compared to a conventional ground launch scenario. For a 100 kg payload inserted into a 400 km circular orbit, the results
of the genetic optimization suggest a mass savings of
approximately 33% for a subsonic launch, and 37%
in the case of a supersonic launch. A decrease in the
launch mass between the subsonic and supersonic
scenarios was also demonstrated, but to a somewhat
lesser extent. Comparing the subsonic and supersonic
case, a mass savings of approximately 7% was
achieved with the supersonic launch. It is interesting
to note that although a three-stage launch configuration was specified for all three launch scenarios, the
genetic optimization of the supersonic launch resulted in essentially a two- stage vehicle (with the first
stage having a negligible mass of 0.2 kg).
The initial launch mass in the case of the supersonic air-assist scenario was 7,681 kg, which is within the carrying capability of the Eurofighter aircraft.
This suggests, in a preliminary sense, that the target
orbit and payload mass are feasible in such a configuration. However, it is apparent that the geometric profile of such a vehicle would need to be adapted to suit
the characteristics of this carrier aircraft, such as in
the work by Talbot (2009). As for the case of the Rafale carrier aircraft (Talbot, 2009), significant modifications would be needed for the Eurofighter EF2000 Typhoon in terms of maximum takeoff weight
(6,500 kg) and to fit the proposed launch vehicle. The
objective of the current study is to establish a preliminary quantitative measure of the mass savings which
can be gained with air assisted launch vehicles. The
specific requirements related to the carrier aircraft
have so far been neglected. It is important to stress
that the take-off mass of the launch vehicle is one of
many considerations for selecting a candidate design
for a next-generation launch vehicle. This study establishes a metric in terms of mass savings, in the
wider context of global cost savings, for alternative
small satellite launch vehicle design. Having demonstrated the benefits of supersonic air-assisted launch
vehicles, we explore the possibility of optimizing the
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design of these systems with the use of ducted ramjets for the first stage propulsion phase of the vehicle.
Supersonic Air Launch Vehicle Design with
Ducted Ramjet
Based on the results achieved in the previous sections, the supersonic air launch options show advantages in terms of low initial mass, potentially can
be low cost as no ground infrastructure will be needed and can bring interesting mission flexibility by
providing the ability to launch payloads from multiple locations globally, in a responsive manner (e.g.,
launching with days or hours after a launch decision
of a payload is made). A key area of technology innovation which can bring further performance enhancements, for supersonic air-assisted launch vehicles, is the propulsion subsystem. The propulsion innovations under consideration include the use of a
first stage air breathing propulsion system (dualmode ramjet or ducted rocket) proposed by various
entities in the US and Europe (Hague, 2003; Rothman, 2003; Socher, 2008a; Savu, 2006; Socher,
2008b; Falempin, 2008, 2009, 2010). Studies based
on the F-15 carrier vehicle using ramjets show the
performance benefit of using ducted ramjets as the
first stage of an air-assisted launch vehicle compared
to the use of a solid propellant-based stage. Various
aspects of the design will need to be addressed for the
use of air breathing propulsion such as the deployment speed, flight path angle, altitude as well as the
available performance of a ducted ramjet.
However, the advent of air-breathing propulsion
in recent years and their use on air to air missiles
such as METEOR (Besser, 2008) can make the use of
such high TRL, mass-produced, air-breathing technology a reality in the short term. As this technology
is becoming more affordable due to its mass production, enhanced, larger versions of ducted ramjets can
become available in the near term. Combining the
availability of such propulsion technology with other
technology innovations in GNC, integrated lightweight modular avionics, materials, and ultra-light
composite structures can significantly optimize the
overall design of a supersonic, air-assisted launch
vehicle with respect to mass and cost.
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With the small satellite market increasing significantly (SEI, 2015) with the design and production of
mega constellations in LEO, as well as with the need
to be able to launch miniature payloads/CubeSats in a
responsive manner (within days), air-assisted launchers can complement existing launch options without
requiring extensive ground infrastructure and adding
mission flexibility with the possibility to launch in
multiple airport locations. Using the models developed in this paper, a comparison of two supersonic
deployed air-assisted launch vehicles is presented
with an initial 3,000 kg mass and a requirement to
launch a payload at a 250 km SSO orbit. The first
vehicle uses conventional solid rocket motors for all
three stages, as shown in Table 10. Table 11 shows
the vehicle parameters for a vehicle using a ducted
ramjet as the first stage propulsion system and the
second and third stage use the same solid rocket motor as with the all solid rocket vehicle. Using the genetic algorithm model and sizing methodology presented earlier in the paper, results for the sizing of the
two air-assisted vehicle concepts with different first
rocket stages are attained and presented in Tables 10
and 11.
Comparing the results of the two-proposed airassisted vehicles, the air-breathing option shows a

significant increase of 61% in payload capability
(172 kg) compared to the 107 kg payload delivered at
the same orbit by the three-stage solid propellant
rocket option, with both rockets using the same 3,000
kg initial mass requirement before deployment from
the carrier aircraft. Figures 9 and 10 show the acceleration, altitude, flight path angle, specific impulse,
and mass and velocity variations of the three-stage
solid and ducted ramjet/solid vehicles, respectively.
The use of existing ducted ramjet rocket propulsion
combined with the optimization of the air assisted
vehicle parameters using existing solid rocket motors
for the 2nd/3rd stage clearly show the significant advantage gained in payload capability while maintaining a small initial vehicle mass (3,000 kg), thus making the carrier aircraft selection of a supersonic jet an
easier problem. Further vehicle optimization of the
carrier aircraft size (e.g., increase of initial mass capability) can lead to a further increase in payload capability. Table 12 shows the vehicle parameters of a
5,000 kg air-assisted launch vehicle using a larger
ducted ramjet based on the same performance capability (Isp) and solid motors identical to the previous
smaller design. The 5,000 kg vehicle is able to deliver a 277 kg payload to a 250 km SSO orbit.

Table 10. Supersonic (Solid – Stages) Air-assisted 3000kg LV
Total Mass (kg)
Structure Mass (kg)
Fuel Mass (kg)
Specific Impulse (s)

Stage #1

Stage #2

Stage #3

Payload

255
39

2238
111

335
17

172
–

3000
167
2660

216

2126

318

–

1500–1200

270

300

–

8

19.5

8.6

–

Drag Coefficient

0.3

0.3

0.3

–

Burn Time (s)

27

109

37

–

Fuel Flow Rate (kg/s)

Total

Table 11. Supersonic Ramjet/Solid Air-assisted 3000kg LV
Stage #1

Stage #2

Stage #3

Payload

Total

1115

1491

287

107

3000

57

75

14

-

146

Fuel Mass (kg)

1058

1416

273

-

2747

Specific Impulse (s)

260

270

300

-

Fuel Flow Rate (kg/s)

14.7

19.4

4.7

-

Drag Coefficient

0.3

0.3

0.3

Burn Time (s)

72

73

58

Total Mass (kg)
Structure Mass (kg)
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Figure 9. Supersonic (Solid fuel) air-assisted LV (3000 kg).

Using the benefits of a supersonic carrier aircraft,
ducted ramjet technology and the significantly smaller ΔV needed due to the high-altitude deployment of
the rocket, air-assisted launch vehicles can be a com-
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plimentary launch option for short lead
time/responsive launches of small satellites, which
can be launched from multiple locations with very
limited ground support. Figures 11 and 12 show
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Figure 10. Supersonic Ramjet/solid air-assisted LV (3000 kg).

illustrations of the mission sequence, flightpath of a
Eurofighter carrying a 3,000 kg air-assisted launch
vehicle with a ducted ramjet, taking off from Prestwick Airport, UK. Using existing technology, a su-
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personic air-assisted launch vehicle can be designed
with limited development costs and provide a complimentary launch service for launching small satellites in LEO at a reasonable cost, by exploiting the
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Table 12. Supersonic Ramjet/Solid Air-assisted 5000kg LV
Stage #1

Stage #2

Stage #3

Payload

Total

392

3787

544

277

5000

Total Mass (kg)
Structure Mass (kg)

59

190

27

–

276

Fuel Mass (kg)

333

3597

517

–

4447

1500–1200

270

300

Fuel Flow Rate (kg/s)

13.3

32.7

15.2

–
–

Drag Coefficient

0.3

0.3

0.3

–

Burn Time (s)

25

110

34

–

Specific Impulse (s)

Figure 11. Proposed air-assisted supersonic launch vehicle flight path,
launched from the UK.

Figure 12. Air launch mission profile/timeline with ducted Ramjet 1st stage.
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missile, air breathing and rocket propulsion, avionics
miniaturization, and GNC technology developed for
the defense and aerospace sectors.
Conclusion
An increasing number of small (< 100 kg) satellites are being developed for multiple applications,
such as mega-constellations in LEO and for responsive space. Despite the development of many new
small satellite launchers, the ability to launch small
satellites from Europe or in a responsive manner
(days from a launch decision) is still not available.
The performance advantages of using air-assisted
launch vehicles has been analyzed in this paper,
showing the capability to launch small satellites from
fighter jet type aircraft that are currently in operation.
Using available air-breathing propulsion technology,
developments in miniaturized avionics and solid
rocket motor technology, a low-cost air-assisted
launcher for small satellites can be developed with
significant advantages. It has been shown that a 3,000
kg supersonic launched rocket using an air breathing
first stage can increase the payload capability of the
launcher compared to solid rocket propulsion significantly.
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